Money Vision Board Workshop
Sunday December 9th, 2pm-5pm UK time

Are you ready to create a new financial foundation for 2019?
For most a vision board although a brilliant idea - they simply don't know how to do the energy
work to make it a manifesting tool...so it becomes a sticky exercise that ends up gathering dust
and is usually forgotten about by the end of January!
At this workshop you your understanding of vision boards will deepen and you will have your
most powerful Money Vision Board ever!!!
You did know Vision Boards are a super powerful manifesting tools? BUT only when created as
the energy intended!
At the virtual workshop this is what will happen:
we start with some money healing - clearing the old and focusing on the new year
then we will meditate anchor and ground that vision
then you go do some vision boarding - followed by
more inner work before you go off to complete your vision board
followed by the reveal - you will share your vision board
and I will give you a mini vision board reading
ending with a final meditation to anchor the energy
And I will share with you how you work with your vision board throughout 2019
Sunday December 9th - 2pm - 5.00pm UK time - for about 6 (ish) people - for £77 (plus VAT for
those where it applies) And here is the link for you to pay -https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_sxclick&hosted_button_id=6WKJYYS52P4EE
If you have never worked with a vision board or made one and not really got it - or it gathered
dust then prepared to be wowed - with the power of this manifesting tool!!!
It makes light work out of manifesting and you deserve that in 2019! Get booked in today, 3 of
the places have already been filled - so hurry hurry!

PS I promise a really insightful and fun event - and one that will raise your money consciousness
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